Abstract. This work presents a chromatic characterization of the bloodstains of the Shroud of Turin. The analysis is carried out by considering the chromatic values of the bloodstains and by calculating the chromatic ratios to be adopted in a comparative analysis. Six categories were obtained and characterized. By considering the geometry of the body and the position of the sheet, the analysis allowed the formulation of hypotheses on the dynamics of blood formation and flowing.
Introduction
The Shroud of Turin (ST) is a linen cloth which shows the image of a man who appears to be buried after being crucifixed. This man is believed to be Jesus of Nazareth. The wish to understand the origins, the history and the authenticity of this relic involves any branch of science. The problem of dating [1] [2] [3] [4] , the formation of the image [5] [6] [7] and the identity [8, 9] of the Man of the Shroud (MS) are the issues which mostly emerge during this research which involves Science and Religion [10] [11] [12] . Since the co-presence of these two large cultural areas, a separation of the religious aspects from the scientific ones is necessary: this analysis is purely scientific. This study analyzes, from a chromatic point of view, the stains which are largely distributed on the whole sheet by processing high definition pictures.
The tests carried out on 1973 did not reveal the presence of blood on the stains visible on the ST, as reported by McCrone [13] . Following tests independently performed by Adler [14] and by Baima Bollone [15] since 1978 with more modern techniques gave, instead, a positive result, and showed that the blood is of human type: in particular, presence of hemoglobin and other blood specific substances were found [16] .
The bloodstains are already the subject of high-pitched discussions, not only concerning their peculiarities, but also their formation and etiology. This research focuses on the chromatic aspects, which was made possible thanks to high definition images of the ST taken in 2002 by G. Durante. The aim of this work is the compilation of a "map" reproducing the chromatic compatibility areas: this map is useful to formulate hypotheses concerning the formation of the stains. 
where the sensibility rate Θ i has been considered as:
the standard deviation i xi of the average values x i was propagated to obtain the standard deviation i q of the ratios q. The ratios were represented in plots to point out the compatibility zones. For each of them, an average with the relative uncertainty was then calculated: the KMC values were divided by the square root of the number of the data and multiplied by a K extension factor of 2.
Different sampling methods were adopted, depending on the stain characteristics with respect to size, position and clearness. Two different categories were found by a preliminary analysis of the sheet, probably linked to different fluid properties. On one hand, stains covering only warps were found, which are named "localized" stains. On the other hand, stains with a greater size and covering both warps and weft were found, which are named "diffused" stains.
• "Localized" bloodstains Many areas of the ST are characterized by segments more colored than background, see Figure 1 . In order to capture only the chromatic ratios linked to the fluid, source of these stains, the RGB values were sampled by considering these segments. These stains were located in correspondence of arms, feet, face and side, both in the front and in the back image.
• "Diffused" bloodstains Some areas of the ST are characterized by spots where the color is not visible as segments, but it overlaps also the background color. In this case, the color analysis was based on a limited area of the stains, as shown in Figure 2 . Diffused stains are located in correspondence of the back and the glutes.
R/B ratios were plotted against R/G ratios and groups were highlighted. These plots show the compatibility between different points. The average of the nearest points was afterwards calculated and the ratio values for every group was compared. 
Results
Following the procedure explained in Section 2, 60 compatibility groups were detected in various parts of the ST. A different color was assigned to each group, whose location in the original images can be found in Figures 3 and 4 [19] . Figure 5 shows the plot of the ratios. The different ratios areas are highlighted as follows:
• solid colors: average ratios are representative of the whole area and are supposed to be blood;
• dashed colors with labels: average ratios are representative of the whole area and are supposed not to be blood (G1, G2, G3, G4).
• dashed white: average ratios are not representative of the whole area and therefore were not included in Figure 5 .
Each solid color is associated to the maximum and minimum ratios of its group in Table 1 .
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02003-p.5 The ratios spotted as G1 and G2, respectively R/G 1.51±0.06 -R/B 1.98±0.06 and R/G 1.38±0.02 -R/B 1.92 ± 0.03, are not compatible with the above-mentioned blood ratios since they are too high. The G3 group, whose ratios are R/G 1.39 ± 0.45 -R/B 1.21 ± 0.34, presents instead too low values. Only one ratio, named G4, with ratios (R/G 1.20 ± 0.17 -R/B 1.43 ± 0.27), is included in the range from minimum to maximum values of above-mentioned classes: for these reasons, it could be denoted as a bloodstain.
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The different ratios presented the Section 3 were categorized by considering their respective position to produce an hypothesis on the stain formation. Six categories were found and their ratios were shown in Figure 6 . An unambiguous attribution for each ratio to a category is not however completely possible. Therefore, a detailed analysis was reported for each group, highlighting common aspects and differences from other stains. Table 2 shows the link between categories and ratios. (a) Direct contact with wound
Red ratios are very high; these zones are delimited and localized. Red distribution is, in fact, homogeneous. Considering the particularity of these stains, it is possible to suppose that these zones of the sheet came in direct contact with the wounds of the MS, absorbing relatively large amounts of blood: they were covering the wounds. This hypothesis explains the homogeneity of the color.
(b) Contact with blood on the skin A separation between lines with a different shade of red can be noticed with a visual analysis. Red ratios are a lower than the previous category ones. These results allow to hypothesize that the blood was still liquid but in lower concentration than (a): the blood does not tend to be uniform, but it generates drops in order to lower its superficial energy, gathering in zones that can hold larger amounts of liquid. These considerations lead to hypothesize that the blood of these zones was originally deposited on the skin of the MS; in a second time it was absorbed by the sheet following a process named "fibrinolysis" [20] .
(c) Blood diffusion
Ratios are lower than in (a) and (b) and this leads to hypothesize that in these zones the sheet did not cover wounds or blood deposits of the skin of the MS: the blood probably migrated by capillarity from zones where blood presence was larger.
(d) Serum
Ratio values in these zones are sensibly lower than in the other categories and similar to background ones. Anyway, because of their location near the previous zones and their shapes, it is possible to suppose that these stains were "Serum". Serum has minor viscosity of blood, causing its major diffusion in the flax sheet. Its slight red coloring induces to assume a scarce presence of hemoglobin. Ratio values are similar, but two main groups of serum can be highlighted, linked to their position on the surface of the sheet:
• Serum inside image: higher ratios;
• Serum outside image: lower ratios.
Different ratio values can be explained by the theory of the body image formation based on corona discharge [21] : energy from the inside of the body altered the blood composition of the nearer stains inside the image.
(e) Drops
Typical ratios of these category are the highest of the whole sheet. Interested zones are very localized and their shapes induce to assume that their formation was linked to blood gathering caused by geometrical or physical factors: the blood can't slide in any directions and it stopped in a zone, forming a "sac" of coagulated blood, very dark.
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This work presents the results of a chromatic analysis performed on the stains of the Shroud of Turin from a high definition photograph taken in 2002 by G. Durante. The analysis is followed by hypothesis on their formation based on their position and their chromatic values. The analysis through chromatic ratios revealed to be effective, providing a chromatic map highlighting analogies and differences among the different stains in the cloth. The ratios allowed to define the boundaries to identify the blood presence. Compatibility tables were compiled to provide comparison values which can be suitable for the etiology study.
Considering the previous results, hypotheses about stain formation were drawn. Six categories were found, which were created by considering decreasing values of ratios linked to an increasing distance from the blood source.
Nomenclature i q [−]
standard deviation of the ratio i xi [−] standard deviation of the average chromatic value K [−] standard deviation extension factor q [−] chromatic ratio q RG [−] Red/Green (R/G) ratio q RB [−] Red/Blue (R/B) ratio x i [−] average chromatic ratio Θ i [−] sensibility rate
